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How To Choose And Buy A Car

When you set out to buy a car, the first thing you want to do is research. Determine what kind of

car you want, starting from whether you want a car, a minivan, or an SUV. Do you want a hybrid

or electric car? A hybrid car has an electric motor as well as a gas motor, which definitely makes

them more fuel efficient than a regular gas car. An electric car runs off a fuel cell- there are

many new buses that run off fuel cells.

In choosing a car, you want to think about reliability, prestige, cargo space, and perhaps color. It

really depends on what is important to you and what you need.

When you go to the dealership keep in mind the kind of car you want. A dealer might try to steer

you towards a more expensive version of the car, or even a different car altogether if you are

not specific about what you want. Dealers do not always have your best interests in mind, but

they do want you to be happy, so if you stay firm, you will get what you want.

You may want to consider whether you want to lease or buy a car, a decision which really

depends on how often you buy a new car. A used car may also be the best choice for you,

especially considering how quickly cars depreciate. A car that has been leased for 6 months can

be worth considerably less than the same model year car that has been sitting on the lot. A two

year old car can be much less expensive, while still being under warranty, as well as having

many of the kinks worked out and any recalls having been done.
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When Should You Buy A Car?

You should buy a car before you desperately need one. This gives you time to research

different makes and models, as well as allowing you to wait for incentive periods at the

dealership. The internet may be an excellent resource for research.

If you are buying a new car, or a car from a dealership, it can be good to go car shopping

around when the new models are coming into the dealership. The next year’s models often

come into the dealership any time between August and November, and dealers will be trying to

clear this year’s models.

On a regular basis, it can be best to head to the dealership on a day when you have a lot of

time. The negotiations can take a lot of time, and you don’t want to feel rushed. A day in the

middle of the week will be quieter at the dealership, and a salesperson may feel more pressure

to get your sale, because they have fewer customers available.

You may also want to head out to the dealership towards the end of the month. Dealers keep

track of their monthly sales, and often have monthly goals and targets. A salesperson may be

willing to make less of a profit on a car in order to meet a certain target of sales.

You do not necessarily have to buy a car during a sale in order to get the sale price. If you go

after the sale, you can still ask for the sale price.
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How To Buy Or Sell A Used Car

You may already have a car that you would like to trade-in in order to lower the price of the car.

A car trade-in can confuse negotiations, however, as it adds another element to what may

already be very confusing car negotiations. You might also be able to get a better price if you

sell the car in a separate deal to a private purchaser or to the dealership you bought the car

from.

A good way to make sure you will get full value from your trade in or sale is to present a very

clean car to the potential purchaser.

If you are buying a used car, it is important to do a complete visual inspection to ensure that you

are not looking at and wasting your time on a car that is a complete lemon. Just kicking the tires

is not enough.

Look for signs of odometer tampering, or for signs the car has been in an accident and had

bodywork done.

Check for rust under the wheel well, and anywhere else on the car. Make sure the tires are still

in good condition, and will last until you can afford to replace them, at least. Sit in the car, and

check for wear and tear on the upholstery, as well as for signs that someone smoked in the car.
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Buy A Car: The Test Drive

Before you buy a car, you want to make sure you will be comfortable driving the car. Do not let

yourself be distracted by the salesperson, who may have come along for the ride in the back

seat. Make sure the car will actually be comfortable year round – check the air conditioning and

the heating systems. Don’t assume that something that is right now a minor problem won’t

become a huge annoyance once you are driving this car on a daily basis.

You want to test the braking system by braking in several conditions, as well as testing the

turning radius of the car. Make sure the car drives smoothly and you can easily see around the

car – huge blind spots can make driving much less comfortable in the long run. Try parking the

car, to make sure you will be able to do so easily and smoothly in your own parking spot at work

or at home.

You might not test drive the car in traffic, but try to see how the car would be in traffic. Does it

start and stop easily? Can you make both left and right turns tightly?

Being sure that the car will be comfortable for you all year round is an important consideration in

a car. You are spending far too much money to settle for something which “you’ll get used to”,

and you don’t want to end up regretting your purchase and wishing you’d bought something

else.
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Buy A Car: The Art Of Negotiation

When you head to the dealership, start out by being sure you are prepared. Have your research

printed out and available for reference. Be sure you are dressed appropriately and how you are

dressed does not belie what you are going to be telling the salesperson. If you are going with

your spouse, be sure you’ve decided in advance what you are willing to pay.

When you meet with the salesperson, do not give too much information. If the salesperson asks

what you are going to be doing with your old car, or if you will want financing, simply and politely

delay the discussion by saying you haven’t decided yet.

Stay focused on the car you want and do not tell the salesperson the maximum you are willing

to pay. You might say the low end of what you are willing to pay, and if the salesperson asks

what your max is, simply repeat the amount you’ve already stated.

Also, avoid getting overly excited about a car. Don’t show that you have to have this particular

car, or that you’ve wanted one your whole life. Treat buying the car the same as if you were

choosing an insurance provider: calmly looking at the pros and cons and negotiating each

individual fee.

While negotiating, do not sign anything or give any personal information, besides your name.

You do not need to sign anything until you are actually buying the car, and you do not need to

give your social security number unless and until you are getting financing.

Be certain you are getting a deal you are comfortable with, and always be willing to walk away.

There are a lot of dealerships out there, and no dealership is the only place in the world that has

a car that will work for you.
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How To Buy A Car

The way to ensure that you get the best deal possible on your next car purchase is research.

The internet provides access to a wealth of information that puts you in the driver’s seat when

negotiating with a car salesman. Here are some tips that you can use to save yourself some

money.

The most important thing is to concentrate on the vehicle that you want. Don’t get caught up in

the deals being offered – you’ll end up choosing the car they want to sell you, not the car you

want to own.

Once you know what car you want, research how much that car is selling for. There are

websites that will tell you the dealer’s cost for that automobile. This allows you to bargain from

the dealer’s invoice price, and not the sticker price.

Check with the other dealerships that offer that brand, and make them aware that you have

looked around. Let the different dealerships compete to offer you the best deal.

When dealing with car salesman it is important to remember two things. The first is that they

are probably as honest as the next guy. Their work is at least partially based on their

reputations, so they won’t go out of their way to screw you over. However, they are paid on

commission, so their goals are not the same as yours.

The current model year seems to come earlier every year, By waiting for the first new cars to

arrive, you can get yourself a great deal on a new car from the previous model year, which the

dealer will need to sell in order to make room for the incoming selections.

All the deals being offered on new cars lately has helped drive down the price of used cars.

Consider a two year old car may be 30% less than it was brand new, and will probably still be

under warranty.

Leasing provides lower monthly payments than buying with an auto loan.

But it's not for everybody. If you don't have money for a down payment or if you trade your car
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every two or three years, you may be a good candidate for a lease.

Be careful after you’ve agreed to a deal with a salesperson. You will then be sent to the

financial manager. They are not there just for the paperwork after the sale has been made. He

or she wants to sell you high-profit financial and mechanical add-ons. These are seldom worth

the money

Finally, spend some effort shopping for the money before you shop for the car. Getting the right

deal on a car loan is just as important as getting the right deal on the car. If you plan to buy with

a loan, check your credit union or local bank quotations to find the lowest rate. Getting a pre-

approved loan will give you added confidence in negotiating a good price.
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Buy A Car: Get A Vehicle Inspection

Once you’ve looked over your used vehicle, inspected it yourself, test driven it, and negotiated a

price, you may think you are done and the only thing you have left to do is sign next to the little

post it sticky and drive away with your practical new to you car.

Before you drive away, or sign anything, make sure that your car purchase is conditional on the

car passing a vehicle inspection by an independent mechanic. If you can’t take the vehicle to

the mechanic, automobile associations often have mechanics who will travel to the car and

inspect it at the dealership or the private seller’s home. This inspection can cost between $75 to

$100, so this should be one of your last steps in purchasing a car – you don’t want to spend

$100 on every car you look at.

An independent mechanic can make certain that the car is actually in good shape. He or she

might find small concerns with the car – brake pads needing to be replaced soon, or a worn belt.

This may allow you to go back and renegotiate the price of the car, perhaps deducting some of

the repair costs, or having the dealer do the repairs. If the dealer does the repairs, you may wish

to get another vehicle inspection after he or she is done.

So in your deal with a dealer, or while talking to a private seller, make sure it is known and

written down that the deal is dependent upon a vehicle inspection.

Have a clause added to the deal “this deal is contingent upon an inspection by mechanic Bob

and my accepting of that vehicle inspection”. If the dealer will not accept this clause, simply do

not sign the deal until the vehicle inspection has been done.

If the dealer or seller refuses a vehicle inspection by an independent mechanic, walk away.

Better yet, run away.

Also be willing to walk away from the car if the results of the vehicle inspection are not good.

You do not want to spend the next few years with a car that breaks down on the way to work.
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Buy A Car: Choosing The Right One

Buying a car, other than buying a house, is often the single most expensive purchases a person

can make in their life. How do you choose that car?

A car, SUV, truck, or minivan needs to basically do one thing: get you and your family from point

A to point B. What kind of car can do this most efficiently for you?

First of all, do you want a car? A minivan? An SUV? You need to consider what you will be

using the vehicle for. Just because you have two or three kids to taxi around does not always

mean you need a minivan. There are many larger sedan style cars, as well as station wagon

style cars, that car manufacturers are gearing towards the family on the go. Smaller minivans

can also work well for many families, while being more fuel efficient in these days of rising gas

and energy prices.

A Sports Utility Vehicle is a fun choice, and great for those who like to camp and go offroading.

Judging from the number of SUVs sold in North America, that seems like pretty much a third of

the population. SUVs may not be the best choice for many who don’t often camp or need a

SUV, because they are big and use a lot of gas.

A pickup truck with a crew cab can be a good choice for the driver who needs both the ability to

haul loads, and take their kids to hockey practice.

Do you want a hybrid car?

Hybrid cars are the newest form of car designed to be fuel efficient. They have two motors, one

gas and one electric. During braking, the electric motor generates electricity, which is stored and

used to run the car’s lights, etc. This can save gas, but not necessarily so much that you save

enough money in gas to make up for the higher price of the car. But for the environmentally

conscious, the commuter who has to drive a lot or far distances, or those who just like the look

of the car, a hybrid car can be great. The Toyota Prius, for example, can get up to 60 miles to

the gallon. This can work out to savings in the long run, depending on how long you keep the

car.
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Electric cars

Electric cars run off of fuel cells, and are thus more environmentally friendly than gas powered

cars – no air pollution. These cars may not be the best choice for everyone. If you decide you

want an electric car, be sure and research the individual model you want.

Another important decision which you will need to make is whether to buy a new or used car.

This is a personal decision, based on a variety of factors, including comfort, financing, trade-ins,

and price.
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Buy A Car: When Should You Buy?

There are times during the year when it is better to buy new or used cars, depending on the car

and what you are looking for. For example, as you probably already know, it can be better to

buy a convertible or other summer fun car in the fall, when people are looking for more practical

cars and those who had convertibles and were planning to sell them after “one final summer”

are looking to sell.

If you are buying a car from a dealership, the best time to buy a new car can be in the fall as

well. Dealers are trying to empty the lot to make space for next year’s models. The downside to

this can be if you want a specific model or color, as that car may be less available and thus the

price can be higher. Also, if you are only planning on owning this car for a few years, the older

model will have depreciated more, even if it is bought on the same day as a newer model.

You do not always need to go during a sale to get the sale price. Unless the period of time is the

manufacturer’s incentive period, you can get the same deal the rest of the year. Manufacturer’s

incentives are only available during the incentive period. Dealer’s sales prices can be negotiated

at other times of the year, and often when people go to sales, they actually end up paying more

than they might have negotiated for on a different day, just because a car buyer might feel that

the car they want could be sold to someone else. Incentive periods, however, are good times to

go.

On a day to day basis, it’s best to head to the dealership:

• On a weekday, such as a Tuesday or a Wednesday. These days are quieter at the

dealership, and you may feel less pressure. The sales people may feel more conducive to

giving you a good deal, so that they can make a few sales.

• Near the end of the month. Dealerships often keep monthly records of car sales, and

bonuses are given out on top of commissions based on meeting a monthly target. A

salesperson and a manager may be easier to negotiate with if they are trying to get a few more

sales to reach a target. Targets are based on numbers of cars sold, not on profits per car,

although the profit per car does effect commission at some dealerships.
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• On a day when you have a lot of time available. While you do not want to waste too much

of your time, rushing through car negotiations can mean that you miss out on a potential for a

better deal.

The best time to buy a car, of course, is before you actually need one. Even if you do have to

have a car that very day, do give yourself some time to figure out the best car to buy and how

much you want to pay.
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Buy A Car: Should You Buy Online?

There can be many advantages to buying a new or used car online. The internet, of course, is a

useful resource when you begin your car buying journey, regardless of where you decide to buy

your car – you can compare makes and models and determine what kind of car you want before

heading to the dealership. This is important because car salespeople will often try to sell you

what they want to sell you, not necessarily the car you want. (This can be especially true of

used car salespeople – who has not been to a used car lot and told that hey, this may not have

been the exact car you wanted, but look at what a nice color it is?)

For many people, the advantages of the internet can go one step further and they decide to buy

a car online. When buying a car online, it can be difficult to do things like a visual inspection or a

test drive, so an important thing is to buy from a website that is reputable. Read the feedback

that other people have left. Go to car websites or message boards and try to talk to people who

have bought cars online, to compare their experiences with different websites. Buying a car

online can offer advantages such as the greater choice in make, model, and color you can have

over going to a dealership, especially in used cars.

Remember that even over the internet, salespeople are still salespeople. Just because the voice

and face on your webcam are pleasant and you want to be nice, remember to act the same as

you would if you were at the dealership. Ask questions, and do your research.

Be certain that even after the car is shipped, there is a way you can return the car. If you need

to return the car, you may end up paying some of the shipping costs. Be sure to budget for this,

as you do not want to be reluctant to return a car that is not perfect for your needs.

Many people have happily bought and sold cars online. If you decide to buy a car online, make

sure you are one of the happy buyers by doing your research, choosing the right car for you,

and buying from a reputable website where there is a venue for complaints.
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